We present a finite element technique for the efficient generation of lower and upper bounds to outputs which are linear functionals of the solutions to the incompressible Stokes equations in two space dimensions: the finite element discretization is effected by Crouzeix-Raviart elements, the discontinuous pressure approximation of which is central to our approach. The bounds are based upon the construction of an augmented Lagrangian: the objective is a quadratic "energy" reformulation of the desired output: the constraints are the finite element equilibrium equations (including the incompressibility constraint), and the intersubdomain continuity conditions on velocity. Appeal to the dual max-min problem for appropriately chosen candidate Lagrange multipliers then yields inexpensive bounds for the output associated with a fine-mesh discretization; the Lagrange multipliers are generated by exploiting an associated coarse-mesh approximation. In addition to the requisite coarse-mesh calculations, the bound technique requires solution only of local subdomain Stokes problems on the fine-mesh. The method is illustrated for the Stokes equations, in which the outputs of interest are the flowrate past, and the lift force on, a body immersed in a channel.
In Gibbsian notation, the velocity vector u and the scalar perturbation pressure field p satisfy -Au+Vp=f, in fi, (3) (4)
(,_)
Here f is the volumetric force, fr = [1 0]; for convenience we set the viscosity to unity. We also require that fn P dA = 0 for uniqueness. The variational form of (1)-(2)is: Given f E (_-l(f_))2, find u = (ul,u2) E (_0_(fi)) 2
where dA is a differential area element, and 7-g_(g_) = {vE_l(fl)lvlr_ =vlr,; ,Iv,=0,
Jig where ._.._l(f_) and L2(ft) are the usual Sobolev spaces [1] . We also introduce X = 7-('(fl) ® "H_(fi), y = L2(fi), X°= "H_(fl) ® 7-l_o(f_), and 3/_ = Lo2(_). 
C_' • y ---+ R.
It is clear that _ is a linear functional on the product space ,12 x 3'. On physical grounds, gP(1) = 0, since the pressure level is arbitrary, and thus must not affect the output; the mathematical ramifications of this condition will become clear later. 
Examples
where L(= 2) is the height between the plates. Note that this output functionals is bounded for all v in X. Another important engineering output of interest (s (21) is the lift force acting on a body,. We evaluate this force with the following functionals:
or equivalently
where X is any continuous function in 2( such that X 'e2 = 1 on rs and X = 0 on the other non-periodic boundaries.
The motivation behind the choice (13) is once again to obtain bounded functionals, since we can easily predict specific convergence properties only for (v 6 7-g-1(_) and gP E L2(f_):
it is shown in [21] that (13) is indeed bounded.
To show that we correctly reproduce the lift, we first note that it corresponds to
By application of Gauss' theorem we then obtain
where cr is the stress tensor and fl is the outward normal vector on the domain boundary. We close this section with two remarks. First, if we choose ;g to be an incompressible field, then the pressure part of the functional ((P(p)) is zero.
To show that this choice is compatible with the boundary condition, we apply' Gauss' theorem to find Second, we note that (17) also proves that, as required, fP(1) = 0 in (13).
Finite Element Discretization
We first introduce the necessary triangulations, and the general finite element ingredients, such as the bilinear and linear forms and function spaces, that will be required in what follows.
3.1
Triangulations Two different types of triangulations are required for our "hierarchical" bound procedure, the H-mesh and the h-mesh, where the latter is a refinement of the former. The h-mesh is our fine mesh, which serves as the "truth" mesh; by "truth" we indicate our assumption that the difference between the numerical solution obtained for this fine-mesh and the exact solution is negligible.
The H-mesh is our "working" mesh, which is used, in conjunction with local Stokes problems, to Calculate the bounds.
As our H-mesh discretization of f_ we take a geometrically conforming regular triangu- We shall require that 'Th be a refinement of "-I-H,in that we can express each TH in 7"H as
T.,, E _ :rt.t
where "R-TH is thus the set of h-mesh elements that comprise TH. A uniform R refinement will denote an h-mesh in which ?_TH consists of R _ triangles Th similar to TH.
Bilinear and Linear Forms
We define here the bilinear and linear forms required for the Stokes problem. We first need to define a '"broken" space in which no continuity is required on between elements; this space serves to define functions on the local subdomains.
In particular, we define
and associated product spaces X" = (_(.Q))2, XTu = (_I(TH))=, and 3;'T, = L2(TH).
We now define the bilinear form associated with our operators as a(w,v) = _ ar.(wlr.,vl_.),
where for all TH in "In
In addition we denote
and
Similarly,
Note that a and d correspond to the Laplacian and divergence operators, respectively.
We next introduce a set of "jump" bilinear and linear forms required in our variational formulation. These forms will be applied in a scalar fashion to each component of the velocity.
In particular, we define the bilinear from
where WIT*" in (30) is to be interpreted as the trace of WITH on 7T*', and C2 --"H-_/2(E(TH)); note that t is defined only over the edges of the triangulation. Effectively, 
Similarly we can introduce a linear functional for the pressure,
THETH such that _o,(q) = gp(q), Vq _ yo.
Here tev() and tee() are the formal output functionals introduced in (11).
respectively, where we recall that TC-ru is the set of h-mesh elements that constitute TH.
We also define corresponding spaces which now include the incompressibility constraint, and define the spaces
Function Spaces
As already indicated, we consider two different spatial discretizations: _ = H and 5 = h, which correspond to our "working" and "truth" discretizations, respectively. For the 
where P+(T6) = {P2(Ts)+aT, Pb, arH E R} is the space of quadratic polynomials enhanced by a cubic "bubble" function Pb over Te; for the pressure, we identify
We also introduce spaces of polynomial functions defined on the edges only,
where k identifies the order of the polynomial over the edge 3.
We now define two subdomain local spaces. First, for the velocity, the working and truth subdomain local spaces are given by
where and MH(TH) = PI(TH;,
are the local pressure spaces.
Finally, we can define the associated global spaces with and without incompressibility constraint as 
We can now view the stress balance equations of (50) as 2a(w, uH) -F_(w; " + = We can also introduce a second fashion in which to re-express (54), that is
Here, for any function G in ,g', based on an initial approximation which is then corrected with a Pl term to ensure solvability.
In addition, a higher-order (quadratic) term is included to improve accuracy; the latter is not required, but should give sharper bounds.
We describe here only the most promising approachof the two, in which the initial approximation is a P0 approximation. For reasons of simplicity we will presentthe lower (+) bound hybrid flux calculation; the upper bound proceedsin a similar fashion. We first introduce 27+ ¢ (Q0) 2, _'+ E (Q1)2 and 2)+ 6 (Q_)2, which are different polyno- 
where a_ and a m" are real coefficients to be determined, and (O_( 
and By adding the output functional to the quadratic form (78) we obtain a function that reducesto sh = g°_(uh) + g°P(Ph) when (v = uh, q = ph). More precisely, we have +sh: In this section we present a procedure by which to improve the sharpness of the bounds. To this end, we introduce a positive real number, _, to scale our output s, and we look for the bounds to this scaled output. We then provide a procedure by which to calculate the optimal ,;, that is, the _,"that will yield the sharpest bounds;
to be more precise, we maximize our The key is that these candidates must remain in the appropriate spaces, so some attention must be given to the boundary conditions. + First, we decompose 0H and A} as A4. _0+ -14-
A_. = A_,4. + _,_4.,
O4.
where OH E XH satisfieŝ 04.
a(0. ,w)-d(w, .,\,%4.) \Ve now present the n decomposition of the hybrid flux.
fur_ctions F°e(v; 5% P) and Fl+(v; bv, P). X" and 3;, we define for all v C X* First, we need to define two In particular, for an3' two functions 5-and 7_ in F°+(v;br',T:
Finally, we introduce y+ = y0+ + t;yl+
As in Section 4.2, we solve: for all TH in TH, the following equations. 
We will not address solvability of (108)-(109) and (110)-(111) as it follows our usual proof (see Section 4.3).
Using the same derivation as in (77), the bounds can be expressed as 
Differentiating with respectto _, we find
To optimize our bounds we require rl_(n "+) = 0, which yields, I a_a°+,a_±) + e-'(¢_±)
To prove that n is a maximum, we proceed as follows: we first recall that ,7+ is a lower bound to ±sh. It follows that the terms in 1_ must be positive so that our lower bound does not go to +oc as _ decreases. These same terms also enter in the second derivative (and the radical) 95) and (99)-(100) that £b_h + --_b h . Furthermore, we note that the right-hand side of (ll0) only differs by a sign when replacing g, lh+ bv-_,lh-, which leads to fi_+ = -fi]_-. Finally, because a(, ) is a symmetric positive-semidefinite form.
a(fi_+,fi_+) = a(fi_-,fi_-), and thus the denominator of (116) is the same for both the upper and the lower bounds.
From the above arguments, we obtain that t,'+ = n'--_'.
It follows that, in fact, we only need to perform two subdomain solves to compute our Figure  3b . Note that, for all the refinement values of R considered, we satisfy XH C Xh, as required by the theory. We shall denote the effective working-approximation element size associated with triangulation TH = T(Ho,R) by H =-1/R. 
